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Useful information
Role of the Committee
The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee is an all‐party Joint House Committee, which examines all Bills and
subordinate legislation (regulations) introduced or tabled in the Parliament. The Committee does not make any
comments on the policy merits of the legislation. The Committee’s terms of reference contain principles of scrutiny that
enable it to operate in the best traditions of non‐partisan legislative scrutiny. These traditions have been developed
since the first Australian scrutiny of Bills committee of the Australian Senate commenced scrutiny of Bills in 1982. They
are precedents and traditions followed by all Australian scrutiny committees. Non‐policy scrutiny within its terms of
reference allows the Committee to alert the Parliament to the use of certain legislative practices and allows the
Parliament to consider whether these practices are necessary, appropriate or desirable in all the circumstances.
The Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 provides that the Committee must consider any Bill introduced
into Parliament and report to the Parliament whether the Bill is incompatible with human rights.

Interpretive use of Parliamentary Committee reports
Section 35 (b)(iv) of the Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984 provides –
In the interpretation of a provision of an Act or subordinate instrument consideration may be given to any
matter or document that is relevant including, but not limited to, reports of Parliamentary Committees.

When may human rights be limited
Section 7 of the Charter provides –
Human rights – what they are and when they may be limited –
(2)

A human right may be subject under law only to such reasonable limits as can be demonstrably justified in a
free and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom, and taking into account all
relevant factors including—
(a)

the nature of the right; and

(b) the importance of the purpose of the limitation; and
(c)

the nature and extent of the limitation; and

(d) the relationship between the limitation and its purpose; and
(e)

any less restrictive means reasonably available to achieve the purpose that the limitation seeks to
achieve

Glossary and Symbols
‘Assembly’ refers to the Legislative Assembly of the Victorian Parliament
‘Charter’ refers to the Victorian Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006
‘Council’ refers to the Legislative Council of the Victorian Parliament
‘DPP’ refers to the Director of Public Prosecutions for the State of Victoria
‘human rights’ refers to the rights set out in Part 2 of the Charter
‘IBAC’ refers to the Independent Broad‐based Anti‐corruption Commission
‘penalty units’ refers to the penalty unit fixed from time to time in accordance with the Monetary Units Act 2004 and
published in the government gazette (as at 1 July 2016 one penalty unit equals $155.46)
‘Statement of Compatibility’ refers to a statement made by a member introducing a Bill in either the Council or the
Assembly as to whether the provisions in a Bill are compatible with Charter rights
‘VCAT’ refers to the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal
[ ] denotes clause numbers in a Bill
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Country Fire Authority
Firefighters) Bill 2016
Introduced
Second Reading Speech
House
Member introducing Bill
Private Members Bill

Amendment

(Protecting

Volunteer

8 December 2016
8 February 2017
Legislative Council
Hon Edward O’Donohue MLC

Purpose
The Bill would amend the Country Fire Authority Act 1958 (the Principal Act) to:


require the Country Fire Authority (CFA), in performing its functions, to comply with the
Volunteer Charter (the CFA is currently required to ‘have regard to’ the Volunteer Charter)
(section 6H(1)) [3]



require the CFA not to enter into any deed, agreement or other arrangement ‘that could have
an adverse affect on the interests of volunteer officers and members’ under the Volunteer
Charter (section 6H(2)(a)) or ‘to prevent any Commonwealth or Victorian law from protecting
the interests of volunteer officers and members under the Volunteer Charter’ (section 6H(2)(b))
[3]



render any deed, agreement or other arrangement entered into in contravention of section
6H(1) or section 6H(2) void (section 6H(3)) [3].

Charter report
The Country Fire Authority Amendment (Protecting Volunteer Firefighters) Bill 2016 is compatible with
the rights set out in the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities.
The Committee makes no further comment.
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Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Amendment (Pilot
Medically Supervised Injecting Centre) Bill 2017
Introduced
Second Reading Speech
House
Member introducing Bill
Private Members Bill

7 February 2017
8 February 2017
Legislative Council
Ms Fiona Patten MLC

Purpose
The Bill would amend the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981 to enable the licencing
and operation of a medically supervised injecting centre for a trial period of 18 months.

Content
Delegation of legislative power – Delayed commencement — Whether justified
Clause 2 of the Bill provides that the Act will come into operation on a day or days to be proclaimed.
As there is no default commencement date specified, it is possible that the Bill could commence more
than 12 months after its introduction.
The Explanatory Memorandum provides the following explanation for the possible delayed
commencement of the Act:
The responsible authority may issue only one licence, in respect of only one premises, to have
effect only during a trial period of 18 months starting on a day to be fixed by proclamation. It
is intended that the date fixed as the commencement date of the 18 month trial period will be
the date that the medically supervised injecting centre opens for operation.
The Committee is satisfied that the possible delay in the commencement of the Act is justified.

Charter report
Children – Licensed injecting centres – No child to be admitted
Summary: The Committee will write to the member seeking further information as to the compatibility
of a provision excluding children from the part of an injecting centre used for the administration of
drugs, with the Charter right of every child to such protection as is in his or her best interests.
The Committee notes that clause 4, introducing a new section 96J(a), provides that:
The following provisions are to be necessary conditions of any licence of an injecting centre—
(a) no child is to be admitted to that part of the centre that is used for the purpose of the
administration of any drug of dependence…
The Statement of Compatibility remarks:
The Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Amendment (Pilot Medically Supervised
Injecting Centre) Bill 2017 does not limit any human rights. However, human rights are relevant
to the bill and are promoted. In particular, the bill promotes the right to life under section 9 of
the charter, by taking measures to protect the lives of a vulnerable cohort of society.
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However, the Committee observes that, because of new section 96J(a), any promotion of the Charter’s
right to life by the Bill may not extend to children. There is no definition of ‘child’ applicable to new
section 96J(a).1
The Committee notes that, while similar NSW legislation excludes persons ‘under the age of 18 years’
from injecting centres,2 similar ACT legislation only provides for the Minister to consult with an
advisory committee on ‘the terms on which people under 18 years old may attend the facility’.3
The Committee will write to the member seeking further information as to the compatibility of new
section 96J(a), which excludes children from the part of an injecting centre used for the
administration of drugs, with the Charter right of every child to such protection as is in his or her
best interests and is needed by him or her by reason of being a child.4
Criminal process – Practice Note (Penalties, fines and other burdens) – Secretary and Chief
Commissioner of Police may impose a fine for contraventions relating to an injecting centre
Summary: The Committee will write to the member seeking further information as to the compatibility
of provisions imposing fines for contraventions relating to an injecting centre with the Charter’s
criminal process rights.
The Committee notes that clause 4, introducing a new 98K(1)(a)(i), provides that a ‘contravention of’
new Part VIA or ‘the regulations in relation to a licensed injecting centre, or of the licence conditions
for a licensed injecting centre, may be dealt with’ by ‘a fine (not exceeding an amount equal to 100
penalty units) imposed by’ the Secretary of the Department of Health and the Chief Commissioner of
Police. New section 98K(2) provides that imposing a fine for a contravention does not prevent a penalty
being imposed for any offence that constitutes the contravention, and vice versa.
The Committee’s Practice Note of 26 May 2014 (Part B.i: Penalties, fines and other burdens) states:
The Statement of Compatibility for provisions that may impose penalties, fines or other
burdens on a person who is found to have breached a rule or standard should state whether
or not it is a criminal penalty for the purposes of the Charter. The Committee notes that such
a penalty may be a criminal penalty for the purposes of the Charter, even if Victorian law
characterises it otherwise, e.g. as a civil, disciplinary or regulatory penalty. The explanatory
material may address whether or not the penalty is equivalent in effect to a criminal penalty
having regard to its nature or severity. Where a penalty is a criminal penalty for the purposes
of the Charter, the explanatory material may address whether or not the legislation that
imposes it is compatible with the criminal process rights set out in Charter ss. 21(5) and 22‐27.
The Statement of Compatibility does not address whether or not new section 98K(1)(a)(i) is a criminal
penalty.
The Committee will write to the member seeking further information as to the compatibility of new
sections 96K(1)(a)(i) and 96K(2), which permit the Secretary and Chief Commissioner of Police to
impose a fine for contraventions relating to an injecting centre, with the Charter’s criminal process

1

2

3
4

Existing s. 70(1) defines ‘child’ to mean ‘a person under 18 years of age’, but that definition only applies to Parts V and
VI. New section 96J(a) is in new Part VIA.
Drug Summit Legislative Response Act 1999 (NSW), s. 36I(a). Section 36D defines a ‘child’ as ‘a person who is under the
age of 18 years’.
Supervised Injecting Place Trial 1999 (ACT), s. 29(1)(d).
Charter s. 17(2). See also Charter ss. 8(2) & 8(3), providing rights against age discrimination.
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rights, including the rights to have criminal charges determined by a court or tribunal and to not be
punished more than once for an offence.5
The Committee makes no further comment.

5

4

Charter ss. 24(1) & 26.
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Electricity Safety Amendment (Bushfire Mitigation Civil Penalties
Scheme) Bill 2017
Introduced
Second Reading Speech
House
Member introducing Bill
Minister responsible
Portfolio responsibility

8 February 2017
9 February 2017
Legislative Assembly
Hon Lily D’Ambrosio MLA
Hon Lily D’Ambrosio MLA
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change

Purpose
The Bill would amend the Electricity Safety Act 1998 to:


impose additional bushfire mitigation requirements on major electricity companies



enable the enforcement of those requirements through a civil penalty enforcement regime



provide for information notices and other matters.

Charter report
The Electricity Safety Amendment (Bushfire Mitigation Civil Penalties Scheme) Bill 2017 is compatible
with the rights set out in the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities.
The Committee makes no further comment.
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Fair Work (Commonwealth Powers) Amendment Bill 2017
Introduced
Second Reading Speech
House
Member introducing Bill
Minister responsible
Portfolio responsibility

8 February 2017
9 February 2017
Legislative Assembly
Hon Natalie Hutchins MLA
Hon Natalie Hutchins MLA
Minister for Industrial Relations

Purpose
The Bill would limit the extent of the current exclusion set out in section 5(1)(a) of the Fair Work
(Commonwealth Powers) Act 2009 (the Commonwealth Act)6 regarding the number, identity or
appointment (other than terms and conditions of appointment) of public sector employees. The Bill
would enable certain public sector employers and employees to include terms about such matters in
their enterprise agreements.
The Bill would also provide for other related provisions of the Commonwealth Act to apply to those
matters:


the taking of industrial action under Part 3‐3 of the Commonwealth Act in support of an
enterprise agreement that includes a section 5(1)(a) matter



the right to enter a workplace under Part 3‐4 of the Commonwealth Act to investigate a
suspected contravention of an enterprise agreement that includes a section 5(1)(a) matter



the enforcement of a section 5(1)(a) matter in an enterprise agreement under Part 4‐1 of the
Commonwealth Act



the Fair Work Commission dealing with a dispute in accordance with the dispute settlement
procedure set out in the enterprise agreement (which may include arbitration) under Division 2,
Subdivision B of Part 6‐2 (Dealing with disputes) of the Commonwealth Act.

The Bill includes other minor amendments of a machinery nature.

Charter report
The Fair Work (Commonwealth Powers) Amendment Bill 2017 is compatible with the rights set out in
the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities.
The Committee makes no further comment.

6

6

The Committee reported on the Commonwealth Act in Alert Digest No. 7 of 2009 and published the Minister’s response
to its request for further information in Alert Digest No. 12 of 2009.
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Statute Law Revision Bill 2017
Introduced
Second Reading Speech
House
Member introducing Bill
Minister responsible
Portfolio responsibility

8 February 2017
9 February 2017
Legislative Assembly
Hon Martin Pakula MLA
Hon Daniel Andrews MLA
Premier

Purpose
The Bill would make statute law revision amendments to a number of Acts. The proposed amendments
are listed in:


Schedule 1 — contains forty (40) items making minor amendments to the Acts specified by those
items, including four (4) proposed retrospective amendments. These are also dealt with by the
Committee in this report.



Schedule 2 — contains amendments to 98 Acts to correct references in those Acts to names of
government Departments that were affected by Orders made between 2002 and 2016 under
the Administrative Arrangements Act 1983.



Schedule 3 — contains a list of 25 Acts that are spent or redundant in their operation and are
proposed to be repealed.
Note: The Bill was also referred by the Legislative Assembly to the Committee on 9 February
2017, for consideration, inquiry and report. The Committee intends to report on the Bill at the
earliest opportunity.

Content
Retrospective provisions in Schedule 1
The Bill includes four items that propose to amend Acts with retrospective effect. In each case,
retrospective operation seeks to remove any doubt that the amendments took effect as intended from
the commencement of the section.
These are:
Item 19 – Integrity and Accountability Legislation Amendment (A Stronger System) Act 2016
(No. 30/2016) (the Act)
Item 19.1 amends section 4(1) to insert the missing word "found" into the amendment to
section 4(1) of the Independent Broad‐based Anti‐corruption Commission Act 2011 (the 2011
Act).
Item 19.2 amends section 28(1)(a) to replace an incorrect cross reference to "subsection (1)"
with "subsection (2)" into the amendment to section 91(1) of the 2011 Act.
Item 19.3 amends section 46(1) to correct an error in the instruction to insert a second note
at the foot of section 44(1) of the 2011 Act.
These amendments are made retrospective to 30 June 2016, which is the day before the day
sections 4(1), 28(1)(a) and 46(1) of the 2016 Act came into operation, to remove any doubt
that the original amendments took effect as intended.
Item 20 – Justice Legislation Further Amendment Act 2016 (No. 3/2016) (the amending Act)
The item amends section 17 to insert in the text being omitted the missing word "a".
7
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The amendment is made retrospective to 30 April 2016, which is the day before the day section
17 came into operation, to remove any doubt that the original amendment took effect as
intended.
Item 22 – Major Crime (Investigative Powers) Act 2004 (No. 79/2004) (the Act)
The item amends section 3 to substitute the definition of legal practitioner. This definition was
amended by item 60.1 of Schedule 2 to the Legal Profession Uniform Law Application Act 2014.
Item 60.1 contained an incorrect reference to section 3(1) of the 2004 Act instead of section 3
of that Act. Schedule 2 to the 2014 Act has since been repealed.
The amendment is made retrospective to 30 June 2015, which is the day before item 60.1 came
into operation, to remove any doubt that the amendment took effect as intended.
Item 30 – Occupational Licensing National Law Repeal Act 2016 (No. 25/2016) (the Act)
The item amends section 1 to substitute the incorrect word "Bill" with the correct word "Act".
This item is made retrospective to 10 May 2016, which is the date of Royal Assent of the 2016
Act, to remove any doubt that section 1 took effect as intended.
The Committee is satisfied that the retrospective amendments in items 19, 20, 22 and 30 appear to
be necessary and appropriate to be included in a statute law revision Bill. The amendments merely
seek to remove any doubt that the amendments to be made took effect as intended from the
commencement of the section.
The amendments do not appear to unduly trespass on rights and freedoms.
Repeal of Principal Acts, Amending Acts and Spent Amending Acts
Schedule 3 of the Bill proposes to repeal twenty‐five (25) spent or redundant Acts in three categories:
1.

Principal Acts listed in items 1.1 to 1.10 of the explanatory memorandum. These are principal
Acts that have been identified as spent or redundant.

2.

Amending Acts listed in items 2.1 to 2.13 of the explanatory memorandum. These Acts contain
transitional, savings, or substantive provisions. The explanatory memorandum provides that the
substantive provisions are no longer required because they have taken effect and are spent or
they are redundant. Any residual operation or continuing effect of the transitional and savings
provisions and the effect of any validation provisions will be preserved by section 14 of the
Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984.

3.

Spent amending Acts listed in items 3.1 and 3.2 of the explanatory memorandum. These Acts
are wholly in operation and have amended the Acts they were enacted to amend and contain
no transitional, savings, validation or other substantive provisions.

The Committee is satisfied that the repeal of the Acts listed in Appendix 3 appears to be necessary
and appropriate for inclusion in a statute law revision Bill.
The amendments do not appear to unduly trespass on rights and freedoms.

Charter report
The Statute Law Revision Bill 2017 is compatible with the rights set out in the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities.
The Committee makes no further comment.
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Appendix 1
Ministerial responses to Committee
correspondence
The Committee received Ministerial responses in relation to its correspondence on the Bills listed
below.
The responses are reproduced in this appendix – please refer to Appendix 4 for additional
information.

i.

Building Amendment (Enforcement and Other Measures) Bill 2016

ii.

Justice Legislation Amendment (Parole Reform and Other Matters) Act 2016

iii.

Victorian Planning Authority Bill 2016
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Hon Richard Wynne MP
Minister for Planning
8 Nicholson Street
East Melbourne, Victoria 3002
Telephone: 03 8683 0965
DX210098

Ms Lizzie Blandthorn MLA
Chairperson
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
Parliament House
Spring Street
EAST MELBOURNE VIC 3002

Ref: MIN026476
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By email to the Committee's Executive Officer: nathan.bunt@parliament.vic.gov.au

Dear Ms Blandthorn

VICTORIAN PLANNING AUTHORITY BILL 2016
Thank you for your letter of 7 February 2017 in relation to the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee's (the Committee) consideration of the Victorian Planning Authority Bill 2016 (the Bill).
The Committee's report raises two issues. First, the Committee has queried whether it is necessary
for the Bill to deal specifically with the protection of confidential information of the Victorian
Planning Authority (VPA), or whether it would be sufficient to rely on existing general laws protecting
confidential information.
Secondly, assuming VPA specific confidentiality provisions are needed, the Committee queries
whether the VPA board and chief executive officer (CEO) should have discretion to determine which
information is confidential for these purposes, or whether the Bill should set objective criteria for
determining what information is confidential. In particular, the Committee has expressed concern
that the Bill might allow information that is not truly confidential to be designated as confidential.
I will address each of these issues in turn.
Does the Bill need provisions protecting confidential information of the VPA?
As the Committee is aware, under clause 41 of the Bill, it will be an offence for someone to whom
that clause applies to disclose confidential information of the VPA. The clause provides for a
maximum penalty of 120 penalty units, which is equivalent to $18,655 at current values.
This relatively high penalty reflects the substantial harm to the community that could be caused by
leaks of sensitive VPA information, which may need to be kept confidential for a number of reasons.
The VPA will be called on to give advice on, and in some cases to make decisions about, some of the
most important and significant matters of planning policy and regulation in the State. The VPA's
advice and decisions may affect whole communities. Unauthorised disclosure or misuse of
confidential information relating to planning policy could result in windfall gains to some and
substantial losses for others. For example, say a person has prior knowledge that certain land is

,..�RIA
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likely to be rezoned or is in an area that is likely to be given priority for infrastructure and services.
That person would then be able to trade on that knowledge to their own profit and others' loss.
Unauthorised access to confidential information could also be used to pre-empt proposed planning
changes, such as development controls. For instance, say a Government gives approval in principle
to a significant change to regulatory controls on certain developments and requests the VPA to
prepare the necessary planning scheme amendments and other implementation arrangements. A
person who gains unauthorised access to that information before the decision is announced would
be able to pre-empt the decision.
Information may be confidential for a range of other reasons.
One proposed function of the VPA will be to assist and advise local government where authorised by
the Minister. In the course of carrying out that function, the VPA may come into possession of
confidential information relating to the planning and other functions of municipal councils. Section
77 of the Local Government Act 1989, which is in similar terms to clause 41 of this Bill, makes it an
offence to disclose certain confidential information of municipal councils. Without clause 41,
confidential Council information would lose its statutory protection against disclosure when it is in
the hands of the VPA. This would create an anomaly because unauthorised disclosure of confidential
Council information would be an offence if leaked from the Council but not if it were leaked from the
VPA.
Another situation in which information held by the VPA may be designated as confidential and
subject to clause 41 is where the VPA has access to private or commercially sensitive information of
third parties. For instance, the VPA may have access to confidential or commercially sensitive
information of private individuals or corporations in relation to proposed developments.
Further, this Bill will make the VPA responsible for administering growth areas infrastructure
contribution (GAIC) provisions of the Planning and Environment Act 1987. In the course of
administering those provisions, the VPA will hold information relating to personal affairs of many
individuals who own land in growth areas.
The Committee comments that genuinely confidential information may already be protected by the
common law or under the Code of Conduct for Victorian Public Sector Employees. The Committee
gives the example of the common law duty of confidentiality of employees.
I should point out that the Bill will not exclude the operation of the laws of general application
referred to by the Committee. Unauthorised disclosure of information could result in civil action or
disciplinary procedures under those laws instead of, or in addition to, a prosecution under clause 41
of the Bill. The confidentiality provisions of clause 41 are intended to operate in addition to, not
instead of, other laws of general application which protect confidential information.
However, in my view, these other laws are not adequate to protect confidential VPA information for
two main reasons. First, they do not provide one consistent and coherent framework for the
protection of sensitive and confidential VPA information. Whether these laws apply, and how they
apply, differ widely according to a range of circumstances and the status of the persons involved.
Secondly, these general laws concern civil liability for misuse of confidential information, or may
result in disciplinary proceedings for public sector officials or professional misconduct. They may not
apply in all cases. Even where they do apply, they do not create offences for which a person may be
prosecuted, which is what is called for in this case.
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In relation to the common law duties of employees and directors and the Codes of Conduct under
the Public Administration Act 2004, I point out these may not apply in all of the circumstances that
would be an offence under clause 41. For instance, it may not be possible to take action against
former employees and directors under the Codes of Conduct, whereas it will be possible under
clause 41.
Further, clause 41 is not restricted to VPA directors and employees but also imposes a duty of
confidentiality on "consultants" as defined in clause 3, such as lawyers, engineers, architects, town
planners and other professional advisers engaged by the VPA. Other laws and rules of professional
ethics may apply to some of these groups but they vary both in the content of the duty and the
consequences for breaches.
Clause 41 also applies to members of committees established by the VPA to advise and assist it.
These committees may include individuals drawn from the community or with expertise relevant to a
particular issue. Not all committee members will be VPA directors or staff. Consequently, some
committee members may not be subject to laws or ethical rules that apply to public officials or
professional advisers.
Duties of confidentiality might or might not be imposed on individuals with access to VPA
information in other ways. For instance, if there is a contract between the VPA and an individual and
the VPA, this might contain terms requiring the contractor to maintain confidentiality. Depending on
the circumstances, a duty of confidentiality might exist under the rules of equity.
Further, even where existing laws apply, they vary widely in what constitutes a breach of those laws
and the remedies that are available. A breach of the existing laws would result in civil liability for
damages, an injunction, or possibly disciplinary action for misconduct by a public official or for a
breach of professional standards or ethics. These civil remedies are not adequate to deter
unauthorised disclosure of confidential information held by the VPA, considering its highly sensitive
nature and the potentially severe consequences for the community that could flow from its misuse.
I should also add that the existing Growth Areas Authority (the board members and staff of which
will transfer to the new Victorian Planning Authority) already operates under a similar confidentiality
provision, namely section 46AZF of the Planning and Environment Act 1987. Section 46AZF is to be
repealed by clause 56 of this Bill, in part because it is to be superseded by the confidentiality
provisions of clause 41. The practical effect of omitting clause 41 from the Bill, combined with the
repeal of existing section 46AZF, would be to legalise conduct that is currently a serious offence.
Clause 41 would not be unusual in creating an offence for unauthorised disclosure of, access to, or
misuse of sensitive information. I have already mentioned section 77 of the Local Government Act
1989 and section 46AZF of the Planning and Environment Act 1987, which are in very similar terms to
clause 41 of the Bill. Other examples are Part 78 of the Road Safety Act 1986, which makes it an
offence to make an unauthorised disclosure of or to misuse vehicle registration or driver licensing
information from VicRoads' records, section 82 of the Health Records Act 2001, which makes it an
offence to gain unauthorised access to health information, and section 38 of the Essential Services
Commission Act 2001, which makes it an offence to disclose confidential information held by the
Essential Services Commission.
For these reasons, the Government considers that existing law would not be adequate to protect
confidential information held by the VPA. Clause 41 is needed to provide a unified, systematic
scheme to protect highly sensitive information and make unauthorised disclosure a serious offence.
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What information should be confidential and who should decide?
The Committee has commented "that the effect of clause 41 is that the board or chief executive
officer (CEO) of the Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) may determine or designate any information
to be 'confidential information' without any requirement that the information in fact be confidential
information ... ".
With respect, this does not correctly characterise the intent or the effect of clause 41. As you know,
legislation is interpreted and applied by the courts in the context of general legal principles. As a
matter of statutory construction, clause 41 would not authorise non-confidential information to be
determined or designated as confidential.
Clause 41 confers a power to determine or designate confidential information in relation to the
affairs of the VPA. The VPA will have statutory functions in advising Government on planning policy
and regulation and, in some cases, directly exercising powers in those areas. Clause 41 exists to
protect confidential information relating to those functions. The fact that information has
characteristics of confidentiality, or exists in circumstances making confidentiality necessary or
desirable, is therefore a precondition to the exercise of the power.
Admittedly, for reasons discussed below, the clause allows some scope for the exercise of judgement
as to what information is, and what is not, confidential. However, if information were designated as
confidential in circumstances where there was no reasonable justification for that decision, then the
decision would be inconsistent with the purposes of the provision and, for that reason, invalid: see
the judgment of the High Court said in Project Blue Sky v Australian Broadcasting Authority (1998)
194 CLR 355. It also needs to be kept in mind that this is an offence provision that will be construed
narrowly.
Further, when the board or CEO of the VPA exercise discretion under clause 41 to determine or
designate confidential information, they must act in accordance with general principles of
administrative law. This places limits on the exercise of these powers. In particular, general
administrative law requires decision-makers exercising such discretionary powers to act reasonably,
to have regard to all relevant considerations, to disregard any irrelevant considerations, and to act
only for proper purposes.
For these reasons, it would not be lawful for the VPA board or VPA to deem non-confidential
information as confidential. If this occurred and if subsequently a person were prosecuted for
leaking that information, the defendant could raise the defence that the declaration was legally void
under general principles of administrative law because, say, it was a decision that no reasonable
body could have taken (that is, because of 'Wednesbury unreasonableness'), or because the decision
was based on irrelevant considerations, or because the decision-maker was motivated by an
improper purpose.
These rules of administrative law are not excluded by clause 41. To the contrary, when Parliament
enacts legislation of this kind it does so in the knowledge that these rules will be applied by the
courts, and that the validity of a decision can be impugned if those rules are breached.
It is therefore not accurate to say that there would be no limit on the type of information that can be
designated nor the purposes for which it can be designated.
The Committee's report draws attention to restrictions under the Corporations Act 2001 in relation
to share trading, and suggests that it may be possible to specify objective criteria for determining
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whether information should be classified as confidential. In this context, your letter cites the
example of section 674 of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth). Section 674 of the Corporations Act is
dealing with a more limited class of cases than clause 41. Specifically, section 674 requires publicly
listed companies to notify information to the market under continuous disclosure requirements
when certain criteria exist, namely if the information is not generally known and it could affect the
value or price of securities.
That approach does not appear to be reasonably practicable in the present case. The circumstances
that may require VPA information to be classified as confidential are too wide and diverse. Some of
those reasons have been outlined earlier in this letter, but that list is not exhaustive.
In addition, it is not possible to say that all information of a particular type should always be treated
as confidential. For instance, say that the VPA is considering proposals for changes to planning policy
and regulation. In some cases, the VPA may judge that it is appropriate to release the proposals for
public information and comment. In other cases, the VPA may take the view that the premature
release of such information would be against the public interest because it would encourage pre
emptive action by some to the disadvantage of others. Whether information should be released may
call for the exercise of expert opinion informed by detailed knowledge of the particular case.
It is not practicable to set down a legislative standard for judging these issues that would apply in all
cases. It is therefore necessary for these issues to be considered and determined on a case by case
basis according to expert judgement. The VPA board and CEO are best placed to do this.
Decisions concerning major issues would usually be taken by the VPA board. From time to time,
however, an urgent decision may need to be taken to classify as confidential information that has
come into the possession of the VPA between board meetings. Partly for this reason, clause 41 also
confers discretion on the VPA's CEO to designate information as confidential. It may also be more
appropriate for the CEO to designate information as confidential where it relates to a particular
individual or property rather than a major policy issue.
Finally, I note that existing provisions similar to clause 41 (namely, section 46AZF of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 and section 77 of the Local Government Act 1989) appear to have worked well
in practice and have not resulted in any, or any appreciable, reduction in the right to freedom of
expression set out in the Charter.
For all these reasons, the Government remains of the view that clause 41 of the Bill is necessary and
appropriate in its current form.
Yours sincerely

Minister for Planning
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Appendix 2
Index of Bills in 2017
Alert Digest Nos.
Administration and Probate and Other Acts Amendment (Succession and Related Matters)
Bill 2016
Building Amendment (Enforcement and Other Measures) Bill 2016
Children Legislation Amendment (Reportable Conduct) Bill 2016
Children, Youth and Families Amendment (Youth Offenders) Bill 2016
Corrections Amendment (Parole) Bill 2016
Country Fire Authority Amendment (Protecting Volunteer Firefighters) Bill 2016
Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Amendment Bill 2016
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Amendment (Pilot Medically Supervised Injecting
Centre) Bill 2017
Electricity Safety Amendment (Bushfire Mitigation Civil Penalties Scheme) Bill 2017
Fair Work (Commonwealth Powers) Amendment Bill 2017
Justice Legislation Amendment (Parole Reform and Other Matters) Act 2016
Small Business Commission Bill 2016
Statute Law Revision Bill 2017
Summary Offences Amendment (Begging or Gathering Alms) Bill 2016
Urban Renewal Authority Victoria Amendment (Development Victoria) Bill 2016
Victorian Planning Authority Bill 2016
Wrongs Amendment (Organisational Child Abuse) Bill 2016

1
1, 2
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
1, 2
1
2
1
1
1, 2
1
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Appendix 3
Committee Comments classified
by Terms of Reference
This Appendix lists Bills under the relevant Committee terms of reference where the Committee has
raised issues requiring clarification from the appropriate Minister or Member.
Alert Digest Nos.

Section 17(a)
(vi)

inappropriately delegates legislative power

Building Amendment (Enforcement and Other Measures) Bill 2016
Small Business Commission Bill 2016

1, 2
1

(viii) is incompatible with the human rights set out in the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities
Administration and Probate and Other Acts Amendment (Succession and Related Matters)
Bill 2016
Building Amendment (Enforcement and Other Measures) Bill 2016
Children, Youth and Families Amendment (Youth Offenders) Bill 2016
Corrections Amendment (Parole) Bill 2016
Justice Legislation Amendment (Parole Reform and Other Matters) Act 2016
Urban Renewal Authority Victoria Amendment (Development Victoria) Bill 2016
Victorian Planning Authority Bill 2016
Wrongs Amendment (Organisational Child Abuse) Bill 2016

1
1, 2
1
1
1, 2
1
1, 2
1
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Appendix 4
Current Ministerial Correspondence
Table of correspondence between the Committee and Ministers or Members
This Appendix lists the Bills where the Committee has written to the Minister or Member seeking
further advice, and the receipt of the response to that request.
Bill Title

Minister/ Member

Date of
Committee
Letter /
Minister’s
Response

Alert Digest No.
Issue raised /
Response
Published

Upholding Australian Values
(Protecting Our Flags) Bill 2015

Mr Daniel Young MP

08.03.16

3 of 2016

Crimes Amendment (Carjacking)
Bill 2016

Hon Edward O’Donohue MP

30.08.16

11 of 2016

Primary Industries Legislation
Amendment Bill 2016
(House Amendments)

Agriculture

13.09.16

12 of 2016

Transport Integration Amendment
(Head, Transport for Victoria and
Other Governance Reforms) Bill
2016

Public Transport

25.10.16

14 of 2016

Small Business Commission Bill
2016

Small Business, Innovation and
Trade

22.11.16
07.12.16

16 of 2016
1 of 2017

Administration and Probate and
Other Acts Amendment
(Succession and Related Matters)
Bill 2016

Attorney‐General

06.12.16
15.12.16

17 of 2016
1 of 2017

Resources Legislation Amendment
(Fracking Ban) Bill 2016

Resources

06.12.16

17 of 2016

Urban Renewal Authority Victoria
Amendment (Development
Victoria) Bill 2016

Major Projects

06.12.16
23.01.17

17 of 2016
1 of 2017

Wrongs Amendment
(Organisational Child Abuse) Bill
2016

Attorney‐General

06.12.16
15.12.16

17 of 2016
1 of 2017

Building Amendment (Enforcement
and Other Measures) Bill 2016

Planning

07.02.17
17.02.17

1 of 2017
2 of 2017

Children, Youth and Families
Amendment (Youth Offenders) Bill
2016

Ms Georgie Crozier MP

07.02.17

1 of 2017

Corrections Amendment (Parole)
Bill 2016

Hon Edward O’Donohue MP

07.02.17

1 of 2017

Justice Legislation Amendment
(Parole Reform and Other Matters)
Act 2016

Corrections

07.02.17
20.02.17

1 of 2017
2 of 2017
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Minister/ Member

Victorian Planning Authority Bill
2016

Planning
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Date of
Committee
Letter /
Minister’s
Response

Alert Digest No.
Issue raised /
Response
Published

07.02.17
17.02.17

1 of 2017
2 of 2017

Appendix 5
Statutory Rules and Legislative
Instruments considered
The following Statutory Rules and legislative instruments were considered by the Regulation Review
Subcommittee on Monday, 20 February 2017.

Statutory Rules Series 2016
Health Practitioner Regulation National Law Amendment (Midwife Insurance Exemption) Regulation
2016
SR No. 124 – Subordinate Legislation (Owner Drivers and Forestry Contractors Regulations 2006)
Extension Regulations 2016
SR No. 125 – Catchment and Land Protection (Register of Interests) Regulations 2016
SR No. 127 – Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Amendment (Fees) Regulations 2016
SR No. 128 – Serious Sex Offenders (Detention and Supervision) Amendment (Community Safety)
Regulations 2016
SR No. 134 – Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Amendment (Cannabis and
Tetrahydrocannabinols) Regulations 2016
SR No. 135 – Magistrates’ Court General Civil Procedure and Judicial Registrars (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Rules 2016
SR No. 136 – Environment Protection (Industrial Waste Resource) Amendment Regulations 2016
SR No. 137 – Magistrates’ Court General Civil Procedure and Miscellaneous Civil Proceedings (Costs
Amendment) 2016
SR No. 138 – Supreme Court (Chapter I Appendices A and B Amendment) Rules 2016
SR No. 139 – Supreme Court (Chapter I Litigation Guardian Amendment) Rules 2016
SR No. 140 – Supreme Court (Chapter V Publication of Notices Amendment) Rules 2016
SR No. 141 – Supreme Court (Chapter VI Confiscation Amendment) Rules 2016
SR No. 142 – Subordinate Legislation (Livestock Disease Control Regulations) Extension Regulations
2016
SR No. 143 – Marine Safety Amendment (Expiry Date) Interim Regulations 2016
SR No. 144 – County Court (Chapter I Circuit Fees, Expenses and Allowances Amendment) Rules 2016
SR No. 145 – Livestock Disease Control Amendment Regulations 2016
SR No. 146 – Liquor Control Reform Amendment Regulations 2016
SR No. 149 – Transport (Ticketing) Further Amendment (Prescribed Devices and Processes) Regulations
2016
SR No. 152 – Environment Protection (Industrial Waste Resource) Amendment (Performance
Standard) Interim Regulations 2016

Legislative Instruments
Guidelines for Assessing Fitness to Drive Under the Road Safety Act 1986
Ministerial Order 949 – Amendments to Ministerial Orders 723 and 724 on Structured Workplace and
Learning and Experience Arrangements
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Premier’s Exemption Certificate for Christmas Day
Variation to the Community Infrastructure Levy Order Ministerial Order 948 – Amendments to
Ministerial Orders 55 and 382 on Structured Workplace Learning and Work Experience
Arrangements
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